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What does the study tell us



Growing 
eCommerce 
Opportunity



eCommerce Sales

Source: eMarketer

~55% share of retail eCommerce 
sales is from D2C eCommerce



eCommerce Websites Growth - Global

The % market share of developed 
ecommerce websites of all developed 
website has grown 28% as of Q4 ’23

Source: Dataprovider



eCommerce Domains Growth Projection

Source: eMarketer

● Global eCommerce domains 
registrations are projected to grow at 
~10% CAGR by 2025

● This growth rate is almost double the 
expected growth rate of the overall 
domains industry 



eCommerce is a growing opportunity and a growing CUSTOMER NEED

eComm sales are capturing a larger share of all retail sales.

Growth in eComm domains is beating regular domain growth forecasts.



Nothing says a business is online to sell, more directly than a website on a .Store!

.Store = eComm Customer



.Store is well primed to 
serve the eCommerce 

market



.Store = proven eCommerce Product Market Fit

● Shopify: .Store is the 2nd highest selling TLD, immediately after .com

● Etsy: 70% of all domains registered are .Store

Leading eCommerce Domain Providers



.Store: Product-Market Fit

● .Store is the 2nd most registered 
TLD at Shopify through its 
registration flow, after .com

● .store sells 3X the volume of .org 
.and 1.8X the volume of .net

.Store in the top domain results

*Source: 3rd Party Regs Data



.Store: Product-Market Fit

● .Store is the highest selling TLD at 
Etsy

● 70% of all names registered at Etsy 
are .Store domains

.Store exclusively offered for 
free as a benefit of an Etsy 
Plus subscription



Great Product Market Fit X Serving a 
growing CUSTOMER NEED

The emergence of .Store in the top domain results 
across the likes of Shopify and Etsy is a testament to 

the product market fit for .Store.

More importantly, it is a function of serving a growing 
customer need - eCommerce



Does the .Store TLD have an 
advantage for SEO/SEM?

BUT…



We wanted to understand if using a contextually relevant and meaningful domain extension 

like .Store for eCommerce websites:

- Delivers better SEO performance

- Increases click throughs and sales

- Results in better Google search marketing performance 

as compared to other generic and contextually irrelevant domain extensions

Why the need for an SEO study?

To test these hypotheses, we conducted a detailed study via an independent SEO 
agency

https://contrast.digital/blog/domain-tld-experiment/
https://contrast.digital/blog/domain-tld-experiment/


SEO study design and details



A controlled experiment to run a live case study over an 18  month period starting with registering the 
domains and building the websites.

365 days of data collection from the day websites go live to measure SEO impact and eCommerce buyer 
perception between .Store and a legacy gTLD

● Launched 2 fully functional online stores to run this test:
○ Site one: brandname.gtld
○ Site two: brandname.store

● Measure the following:
○ Impact on SEO and organic performance
○ Impact on paid performance (search)

All variables, except for the domains, were kept materially the same across the 2 websites

Study Design

https://contrast.digital/blog/domain-tld-experiment/


● Each site built on Shopify with the same 
theme

● 26 products live, plus variants and 3 
product bundles targeting 3 different 
price points

● Similar content and referring domains for 
SEO

● Each of the sites used the same layout 
and product descriptions

Study Design



● Ran this as any business owner or 
creator would run it

● Controlled the variables within this 
experiment by using brand-new domains

● Looked at each site's performance from 
an indexing, paid search, and SEO 
perspective

Study Design



Study Progression

Domain registration, Keyword 
research, Site build & Tracking

Crawling & Indexing

Article writing and Link Building

Google Search Ad Campaign 
Initiation

Link building, Guest Posts, Articles

Data Collection

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4



Value from .Store?



Organic Results

brandname.gtld

Impressions (GSC) 24,822

Clicks (GSC) 333

Average click-through rate (CTR) 
(GSC)

1.3%

Average position (GSC) 33

All page views (ex direct) (GA4) 5,546

Only organic page views (GA4) 461

brandname.store

Impressions (GSC) 49,939

Clicks (GSC) 623

Average click-through rate (CTR) 
(GSC)

1.2%

Average position (GSC) 31.6

All page views (ex direct) (GA4) 6,728

Only organic page views (GA4) 759



Organic Results - .Store advantage

~2x
More impressions

~1.9x
More clicks



Search Marketing Results

brandname.gtld

Impressions 20,488

Clicks 1,819

Purchases 24

Cost £1,078.73

Click-through rate (CTR) 8.88%

Avg. CPC £0.59

Conv. rate 1.32%

Cost / conv £44.95

brandname.store

Impressions 21,547

Clicks 2,229

Purchases 33

Cost £1,306.54

Click-through rate (CTR) 10.34%

Avg. CPC £0.59

Conv. rate 1.48%

Cost / conv £39.59



Search Marketing Results - .Store advantage

~12%
lower cost of 
acquisition

~16%
higher click 
through rate



Concluding statements from the agency

“Speaking honestly from my professional perspective the results came as a surprise to me. If anything, I would have 

thought things would have been equal, if not weighted towards the gTLD vs .store TLD. I wouldn’t have thought 

that the .store site would statistically outperform the gTLD site in nearly all KPIs.

We saw that brandname.gtld outperformed brandname.store on initial indexing. Though following this, from an 

overall paid search and SEO perspective, the brandname.store statistically outperformed the brandname.gtld 

counterpart site on all but one measurable KPI.

In Google’s own guidelines documentation they say “Overall, our systems treat new gTLDs like other gTLDs (like 

.com and .org).”. We can safely say that this is true. The new gTLDs (like .store) are not looked at or weighted 

against in a negative way that would affect your site performance, in our case, it was only positive.

Finally, if you just want to launch your own store and keep it separate from your main website, I see no reason why 

you wouldn’t do this on a .store TLD.

Link to the study: https://contrast.digital/blog/domain-tld-experiment/

https://contrast.digital/blog/domain-tld-experiment/


In conclusion…

A .Store domain performs better!

87%
More traffic

2X
Visibility

12%
Better ROAS



Media Coverage

Search Engine Journal



Media Coverage

DNJournal.com



Who’s using .Store?

Mr. Beast

400M+ Followers
mrbeast.store

  

Cristiano Ronaldo
648M+ Followers

Cr7fragrances.store

Rihanna
329M+ Followers

rihanna.store

Shakira
266M+ Followers

 shakira.store

Emirates

Emirates..store

Michelle Obama

91M+ Followers
 michelleobamabooks.store

Zach King
45M+ Followers
zachking.store

      

      



About Radix



Radix in a snapshot

No. 1
nTLD Portfolio Registry basis total DUMs

8 Million +
Domains under management with 10 nTLDs

28% Market Share
nTLD Market share of new registrations in 2023 



Our TLD Portfolio

3.3 M+ 
domains

1.8 M+ 
domains

1.5 M+ 
domains

500K+ 
domains

450K+ 
domains

440K+ 
domains

320K+ 
domains

20K+ 
domains

19K+ 
domains

28K+ 
domains
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.Store growth - Quarterly New adds 

48%+ compounded annual 
growth rate (CAGR) since 
2021 in new registrations



.Store growth - Quarterly Renewals 

~43% compounded annual 
growth rate (CAGR) since 
2021 in domain renewals



.Store at a glance

1.5M+
Total Domains Registered

49%
Growth in Renewals - 2021 vs 2023

3X Growth
in eCommerce Websites since Jan 2021*

* Dataprovider
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